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ABSTRACT
The contact between the hand and a cold surface causes a sudden cooling o f the hand that
leads to discomfort and in most extreme cases to pain or cold injury. The cooling o f the
hand in contact with a cold material surface is governed by several physiological
parameters and environmental factors. Some o f the parameters that affect the hand
cooling process are the surface temperatures o f materials and the skin, physical properties
o f the material and the skin tissues, the contact surface area, the contact pressure, body
core temperature and the average skin temperature. The physical properties of the material
and skin tissues can be viewed as the conductivities, specific heat capacities and the
densities o f each category.
There are two distinct methods o f determining the hand temperatures or the cooling rates
o f the hand due to touching cold surfaces. The most logical and easily adaptable method
to analyse the hand cooling phenomenon is by using a thermoregulatory model that
represents the human hand. The alternative approach w ill be to estimate the hand
temperature using experimental methods.
The aim o f this thesis is to develop a numerical model that can be employed to simulate
the hand cooling due to touching cold materials. For this purpose the empirical
relationships developed by Lotens to represent the blood flow rates o f the hand is
considered as the foundation.
The developed model shows good agreement with the experimental cooling curves. The
long time and short time experimental hand cooling curves due to touching various
materials at different temperatures are used to validate the model. The method of
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sensitivity analysis is used to investigate the impact o f each input parameter on the output
o f the model.
Key Words:
Thermoregulatory model o f hand, experimental models, hand cooling curves, sensitivity
analysis.
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1. INTRO DUCTIO N

Contact between the hands and a cold surface is part o f the daily occupation o f many
people. The contact with cold objects can cause hand cooling and lead to discomfort and,
in the most extreme cases to pain and freezing injury. Further, cold exposure can have a
detrimental effect on manual performance due to reduced sensitivity. The direct contact of
skin with a cold surface has more significant thermal effect than its exposure to cold air.
For example metals absorb heat more easily than wood or materials of low conductivity.
The skin temperature, environmental temperature, body part, contact duration, contact
pressure and the contact coefficients* are the main parameters influencing the human
thermal sensation by contact [1]. The sensation caused by initial contact (or momentary
contact) can be estimated using the contact coefficients of two surfaces. In the case of the
continuous touching o f a cold or hot material, the local skin temperature o f the hand and
the associated heat flux are the main parameters required to predict the thermal sensation.
There are two distinct methods to estimate the local skin temperature o f a hand which is
exposed to a cold environment. The thermoregulatory model that represents the human
hand is the most powerful tool and is easily applicable to a wide range of conditions. Few
models have been developed to represent the thermoregulation o f the human hand. The
model developed by Lotens [2] has been taken as the foundation for this study. The
second approach is to estimate the hand skin temperatures using experimental methods.
Havenith et al. [3] published cooling curves which correspond to hands touching different
materials at various temperatures while Chen [4] used an experimental curve fitting to
simulate the hand cooling due to touching cold surfaces.

* Contact coefficient = y j k p c ; where k-thermal conductivity, p -density and c-specific heat capacity.

1
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This thesis w ill focus on the improvement o f a mathematical model for simulating the
thermoregulation o f the hand. The model is then used to determine the most important
factors that influence the hand temperature.
The following is a summary o f the main objectives o f this study:
■ Develop an improved numerical model to simulate the hand cooling process
■ Verify the numerical model using previously published experimental hand cooling data
■ Conduct a sensitivity analysis to determine the most important input parameters that
influence the model output.
2. THERM OREGULATION OF HAND AND LITERATURE R EVIEW
This section includes a brief introduction to the physiology o f human body
thermoregulation. Also included is a review o f the related literature.
2.1 Human body thermoregulation
The human body can be viewed as a heat engine that always generates and dissipates heat
while storing heat at certain times. The main reason for thermoregulation is to keep the
interior body temperature at 37°C [5]. In practise, the phenomenon o f thermoregulation is
a dynamic process as external conditions change continuously and hence the body reacts
accordingly. A number o f models have been developed for simulating the dynamic
behaviour of the human thermoregulatory system.
The Fanger model [6], one o f the pioneer human thermoregulatory models, is only
applicable to a human exposed for a long period o f time to steady ambient conditions at
constant metabolic rate. Fanger’s model introduced the concept o f the thermal load o f the
body, which is defined as the difference between the internal heat production and the

2
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overall heat loss to the environment. In the case of the human comfort condition being
satisfied, the above mentioned thermal load is equal to zero.
The basic heat balance equation o f the Fanger model is as follows:
H - Edif- Esw- Eres- Cres=R + C

(1)

where,
H - metabolic heat production
Edif-heat loss by vapour diffusion through skin
Esw-heat loss by evaporation of sweat
Eres -latent respiration heat loss

Cres -dry respiration heat loss
R and C are, respectively, the rate o f radiative and convective heat losses from the outer
surface of the clothed body.
The metabolic heat produced inside the body is transferred to the skin surface mainly by
conduction (due to thermal gradients between cells and surrounding skin) and convection
(by blood). Therefore, the dynamic heat transfer mechanism active in the body depends
upon the thermo-physical and physiological properties o f the cells and the blood perfusion
rates. The thermal conductivity, density and specific heat o f the skin and blood are, hence,
important parameters in body heat exchange.
Human thermoregulation can occur in two different ways: behavioral and physiological.
The most powerful form is behavioral thermoregulation, such as adding or removing
clothes, changing posture, moving, etc. The human body also has a physiological system
o f thermoregulation. In this case the body temperature is regulated by the complex system
o f nerves and muscles to affect the flow rate o f blood to various parts o f the body.
3
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2.2 Thermoregulation o f the hand:
The human hand can be viewed as a combination o f the core and the skin (see Figure 1).
The core basically consists o f bones. The skin compartment is a combination o f fat,
muscles and thin skin layers [2, 7], The upper and lower skin layers o f the hand are
respectively referred in the diagram as dorsal and palm compartments.

Dorsal
compartment

Core
compartment

Palm
compartment

Figure 1. Different compartments of the hand (blue lines separate the compartments)
As the heat production in the hand tissue is very small, the main heat input to the hand can
be assumed to be from blood flow. There are two different types o f blood supply to the
core and skin layers o f hand. The nutritional blood flow, which has a constant flow rate,
supplies heat to the core. The variable blood flow, sometimes called controlled blood, is
restricted to the skin layer of the hand.
The nutritional and control blood flows are considered to be the major mechanisms in
heat transfer analysis o f the hand. The blood flow variability is controlled by body core
temperature, mean skin temperature, and local hand temperature.

4
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2.3 Mechanism o f blood flow
The human body is considered to be in a cold condition if the skin temperature is less than
33°C [5], I f the skin temperature is greater that or equal to 33°C the body condition can be
considered as warm.

Heat loss by convection
and radiation

-> Vasoconstriction
Vasodilation
Blood flow

Artery

Vein

Warm environment

Cold environment

Figure 2. The vasoconstriction and vasodilation in an extremity o f the body.
When a person is exposed to a cold environment, the initial reaction o f the human body is
to reduce the blood flow rate to the extremities in order to prevent further heat loss. This
function is called as vasoconstriction in biological terms. On the contrary, if the
environment is warm, vasodilation takes place at the extremities o f the human body (see
Figure 2).

5
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The vasoconstriction or vasodilation is regulated by opening or closing o f the A V A ’s
(Arteriovenous Anastomoses). The blood generally flows from arteries through the
A V A ’s to the superficial veins and returns back to the body core through the deep veins.
The major portion of heat exchange from blood to the hand takes place in the area o f the
A V A ’s [9].

Skin Temp (°C)

Peak time

iplitude

Onset time

10

0

20

30

Time (min)

Figure 3. The effect o f C IVD . [11]

There is a special phenomenon called cold induced vasodilation (C IV D ) that occurs at any
temperature between 15°C and 10°C during the hand cooling process. The effect o f C IVD
on skin temperature is shown in Figure 3 [8] [11], This phenomenon is sometimes called
the hunting response o f the body [10], The onset o f C IV D differs from person to person.
The onset and the peak times are important factors in the C IVD part of the hand cooling
curve. For certain people, the mechanism o f C IV D imposed minimum or no impact on
skin temperature. A number o f experimental research studies have been conducted to
investigate the principal of C IV D [8],
6
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2.4 Physiology o f hand in contact with hot or cold surfaces
When a human extremity like the hand is exposed to either cold or warm environments,
the heat inflow or outflow from the hand to the environment must be regulated. A
schematic representation o f the heat flow is given in Figure 4. The physiological
mechanism o f controlling this process is to alter the blood flow rates to the extremities

[83-

Blood inflow

Hand core

Conduction

Skin
Radiation

Convection

Surrounding

Air or Water

Conduction

Material surface

Figure 4. The heat transfer mechanism from hand to the environment

2.4.1 Hand core and the hand skin

The hand core consists of bones and is surrounded by skin. The hand core is perfused with
nutritional blood having a constant flow rate. The structure and the function o f the skin
are common for all human beings. The specific skin structure of a certain part o f the body

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

depends on its function. For example, the skin thickness o f the hand palm and the skin
thickness o f any other part of the body are different from each other. The skin varies in
thickness from 0.5 mm on the eyelids to 4 mm or more on the palms and the soles.

Stratum comeum (0.01-0.02 mm)
S

Living epidermis (0.03-0.1 mm)

Dermis (1.1 mm)
Subcutaneous fat (1.2 mm)
Muscle/ bones
Figure 5. The general structure o f human skin

Skin is composed o f three layers: epidermis, dermis, and subcutaneous fatty tissues as
shown in Figure 5. The skin always interacts with the outside environment. An important
outcome o f that interaction is the regulation of heat exchange and the sensory perception
o f the environment. In order to support the above functions, skin contains the surface hair
and the means to control moisture (sweat glands). The surface hair and sweat control
mechanisms are based on the dermis o f the skin. The dermis also consists o f blood
vessels, therefore the skin can be considered as a dynamic system. One square inch
(6.5 square centimetres) o f skin contains up to 4.5 m of blood vessels [5], One o f the main
functions o f blood vessels is the regulation o f body temperature which shows the
importance o f the skin in human thermoregulation.

8
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2.4.2 Heat transfer from hand to the cold surface
The skin reaction to contact with a cold solid surface basically depends upon the
temperature of the surface and the rate o f heat transfer between the surface and the hand.
The rate o f heat flow w ill depend upon the physical properties o f the two surfaces,
whereas the amount o f heat flow depends on the contact time, initial conditions o f the
surfaces and the nature o f the contact which is related to contact pressure. Furthermore,
conduction heat transfer takes place between the core and the skin layers of hand.
When the hand is in ambient air or in contact with a fluid, the convective heat transfer
must be considered. The cooling rate of the hand in contact with a fluid is generally less
than the cooling rates o f the hand that is in contact with solids at similar temperature due
to the conduction heat transfer.
The radiative heat transfer from the hand to the surroundings is negligible when compared
to the conduction and convection heat transfer rate.
2.5 Whole body thermoregulatory models
A number o f models have been developed for simulating the dynamic behavior of the
human thermoregulatory system. Most o f the models can be viewed separately as
physiological and psychological. While the physiological part o f the model deals with
human thermoregulation, the psychological part determines the human comfort.
The physiological part o f the Fanger’s model included the thermal load o f the body,
which was discussed under subheading 2.1. For a human to be in a comfort condition the
above mentioned thermal load must be equal to zero. Gagge [12] developed a two-node
physiological model that is capable o f predicting transient responses o f the human body.
Wissler [13] and Stolwijk [14] developed separate mathematical models to represent
human body thermoregulation. Currently, complex and accurate human thermoregulatory
9
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models of the entire human body such as the NREL [15] and the Smith model can be
found [16].
2.6 Local body thermoregulatory models
As shown in Table 1, various cooling models for human hands have been developed by
different researchers. The models are separated by considering the application and the
condition o f exposure (with or without wearing gloves etc).
Table 1. Overview o f available extremity models [17],

Surroundings

Application

Bare hand or with glows
Bare hands

Gripping
Expose to solid

Gloves
Touching

Name of the model
Havenith et al. (1992)
Lotens (1992)
Hawnith et al. (1992)
Lotens (1992)

Bare hands

Chen et al. (1996)

Glows

Chen (1997)

Although few numerical models have been developed to simulate the thermoregulation of
different body parts, Lotens’ foot model [18] and hand model [2] can be considered as the
appropriate model for this study. The second type o f model developed to represent local
body thermoregulation is purely experimental. The models developed by Havenith [3] and
Chen [4] can be considered as experimental models that simulate the human hand cooling
due to touching or gripping cold materials.
2.6.1 Physiological model o f hand developed by Lotens
A physiological model represents a human as a collection o f “compartments”
corresponding to

particular anatomical regions.

Some models contain separate

compartments for blood, fat, tissues and muscles whereas some models contain
geometrical compartments in which the functionality o f the different physiological
processes is considered separately. Wouter Lotens [2] developed a mathematical model
10
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by considering the importance of Havenith’s study to predict the skin temperature change
with time, with the hand in contact with different materials.
The important factors that influence hand cooling due to contact can be identified through
the experimental studies discussed earlier in this thesis. The thermal penetration
coefficient o f the material has been identified as an important parameter which depends
upon material conductivity, heat capacity and the density.

The higher the thermal

penetration coefficient, the higher the rate of heat exchange from the hand to the cold
material. Metals have high thermal penetration coefficients. Generally non-metallic
materials have lower thermal penetration coefficients and higher heat resistance.
The material surface temperature has a direct impact on hand cooling. Reducing the
material temperature tends to decrease the hand contact temperature. Contact pressure
also plays a significant role on the hand contact temperature. A higher contact pressure
leads to a rapid rate of hand cooling. This phenomenon is more significant in the case of
touching metals rather than the non metallic substances. In addition, the initial skin
temperature o f the hand, the skin properties and the thermal properties related to the
medium (air, water or solid contact) can be considered important in the hand cooling
process. Although the extremity metabolism is an important factor in some cases, the
hand itself produces very little heat, according to a study by Raman et al. [19], and
therefore the metabolic heat generated by hand can be neglected.
The blood flow to the hand enhances the transient nature o f the hand cooling process. The
rate o f blood flow basically depends upon a few factors such as body core temperature,
average skin temperature and local extremity temperature. Those important factors,
identified through experimental research, w ill be considered in formulating the
physiological model o f hand.

11
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The empirical relations, developed by Lotens [18], for the cooling curves o f a foot
provided the basis for his hand model. Figure 6 shows the geometry used for the model
and the different node locations that were used in the numerical model. The nodal
locations are indicated by plus (+) signs.
The assumptions used in the physiological model are listed below:
• The controlled blood (variable blood flow) enters the palm side o f the hand and returns
via the dorsal side.
• The counter-current heat transfer rate between the blood vessels, which is very small
compared to the conductive heat transfer rate between the control volumes, is
neglected.
• The blood flow rate for each finger is the same as any other.

1
^D orsal skin (= 0.001 m )

2
n

y

_________

Core

/

\

---------------------------------------------- _

'/%

3

Core (= 0 .01 8 m )

A “

\t
’ •N*

.

.

5
/ 7 7

i>; ;
. 7

7 7 7 7 A

A

dy

/
vPalm skin (= 0.001 m )
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Figure 6. Geometry of the Lotens model
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2.6.1.1 The empirical blood flow equations developed by Lotens
Lotens developed empirical relations to represent the nutritional and controlled blood
flow in the human hand [2], The nutritional blood flow, which is a constant, can be
expressed asVn = 0.3 (% hand vol-m in 4) .
The controlled blood flow (variable blood flow) rate to the palm and dorsal compartments
is denoted as Vc. The skin blood flow rate Vc , which is a linear combination o f core
temperature, skin temperature and local skin temperature, has the form;

Vc = 2 x exp{l .5 x [{Tc - 36.8) + 0.15 x (7 * - 33.0)-+ 0.2 x (Ti - 29.0)]}
(% hand vol-min'1)

(2)

A separate equation (equation 3) was developed to represent the blood flow rate at the
time o f C IVD . The blood flow rate during the C IV D depends on core temperature and
local skin temperature. It always is a positive quantity and is taken to be zero if the sign is
negative.

(3)

Vc = 2 x [1 5 + 1 0 x (rc-36.8)-7/](% hand vol-min"1)
Assuming that an average hand is 2 cm thick, the blood flow rate to the hand would be
Vc x 12

1-s1

3600

m 2 o f hand

) . The rate of heat transfer from the blood to the hand palm and

dorsal compartments, respectively, are;

(4 )
and
^ b l,d o rs a l

= 0 .6 x 1 2 x ( F ) x C , x
36UU
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(5)

The efficiency factor for the heat transfer in the above equations was taken to be 0.6
according to Raman and Vanhuyse [2],
2.6.1.2 Method o f solution for hand temperature variation
The human hand was divided in to number of control volumes or compartments. The
center of each control volume was considered as a nodal point. The energy conservation
law was applied to each node to construct a set of nodal equations. Figure 7 shows one
control volume in the hand. The top and bottom nodes o f the control volume are m+1 and
m-1 [8],

m+1

a

m-1

Figure 7: A control volume in the hand.
Considering energy conservation in the above control volume:
Heat influx + Heat generated = Heat outflux + Heat stored
q^ +Heat generated =q^ + Heat stored

where:
qi- heat influx
q2- heat out flux

14
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(6)

The conduction heat transfer can be considered as the main mode o f heat transfer to and
from the control volume inside the human hand. Therefore the heat influx and out flux
can be determined using the Fourier’s law o f heat conduction. Equation (6) can be further
expanded by considering a unit area o f the volume having thickness dx, which gives,
;
a dT
,
A ,
A dT
,
„ dT
kxAx— +SxA =kxAx
vAxdxxCx—
dx
dx
dt

. .
(7)

w here;
A -Area o f the slab =a x b = l m 2
(f)m-Heat generation of dx thick slab o f 1 m2area

Applying the fully implicit discretisation scheme to the equation (7):
/rpm- 1

kx—

fT m\

(T m

rp m + \\

(T m

rr m \

— + d> = k x — ------ -— - + d x x C x — ---- —
dx
m
dx
dt

(8)

Rearranging equation (8 ), yields;
- k x T ™ ~ x + { M + 2 x k ) x T ? - k x T ™ +x-<!>mx d x - M x T ” = 0

(9 )

where;

M = CxdS_
dt
(f)m- heat input (W -m 2)
k - conductivity (W -m 1-k'1)
n - new time
o - previous time
The energy conservation equation (equation (9)) was applied to all nodes. The resulting
set o f equations was solved for nodal temperatures. Using the experimental relationship
between the contact and non-contact areas, the average palm temperatures were estimated.
The various property values used for the numerical model are given in Table 2.

15
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Table 2. Specification o f different layers
Layer

Thickness (m)
0.018
0.001
0.001
0.05

Core
Dorsal
Palm
Aluminium cylinder
Blood

Nodes
3
1
1
4

k ( W n r 1 K~1)

C (kJ nrr3 K-1)

0.6
0.3
0.3
220

3500
3500
3500
2500
4000

Lotens published the resultant average hand palm cooling curves for different materials at
different temperatures in his research paper published in 1992 [2], A comparison of
Lotens model and experimental average palm temperatures for an aluminium rod at
different temperatures are shown in Figure 8. The experimental curves are based on
Havenith’s experiments for hand cooling due to touching cold materials.

T (°C )
30

Experimental
Lotens model

20

0°C

10
0

5

10

15

20

Time (min)

Figure 8. Average palm temperatures for aluminium at 0°C, 10°C and -10°C
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2.6.2 Havenith’s model
Havenith et al. [3] studied the hand cooling rates and resulting comfort and pain sensation
levels o f humans due to touching cold cylindrical rods. The hand cooling due to touching
cold materials can be described using Newtonian cooling curves, using a time constant
that depends on the contact material and the activity that preceded the contact. The
Newtonian cooling curves o f a solid inanimate body in an ambient environment are given
as;
T(t) =Ta+AT xe('t/T) (°C)

(10)

where;
T(t)-temperature of the object at time t
AT-temperature difference between the starting and equilibrium temperatures

35
Foam

T (°C )

Aluminium
25

15
0

5

10

15

20

Time (min)

Figure 9: Average hand cooling curves while touching the cylinders of three
different materials at an ambient temperature of -10°C
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Havenith obtained a number o f cooling curves using experiments conducted on human
subjects touching cold rods (see Figure 9). The experiment was performed under specified
environment conditions.

The cooling curves were obtained for three different

environmental temperatures and six different materials. The following measurements
were taken during the experiment: rectal temperature, skin temperature (at different
locations) and two contact temperatures o f the palm. The contact temperatures were
measured using thermocouples. Mean skin temperature was calculated as the weighted
average o f the temperatures on the abdomen, lower arms and the toe. From the
measurements o f the different hand contact temperatures, a cooling curve was obtained.
When cold induced vasodilation (C IV D ) occurred, the curves were only analysed up to
the beginning o f the C IVD.
The equation for the hand cooling curves was developed using the least square technique.
As the human hand is not an inanimate body and generates heat, it never reaches the
ambient temperature. The hand stabilized at an equilibrium temperature that is higher than
the ambient temperature. The Newtonian cooling curve for an animate object is modified
as follows;

( 11)

(°C)
where;
x - time constant o f the process
Teq - equilibrium (steady state) temperature o f hand
Teq can be estimated using the following equation;

( 12)

1^=5.0+0.861, (°C)
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In developing the above equation the following experimental conditions were used [3]:
Heat transfer coefficient o f air= 9 W-m'2-C'', blood inflow to the hand = 0.5 ml per 100
ml o f tissues per minute, volume o f the hand = 340 ml, surface area o f hand = 0.05 m
The physical properties o f the contact material and anatomical properties o f the hand are
the main factors that affect the time constant. To describe these physical properties o f the
hand, the contact coefficient (b) or thermal penetration coefficient was found to be an
important factor and is given by:

(13)
where:
c- heat capacity o f the material
p- density o f the material and
k - thermal conductivity o f the material
2.6.3 Chen’s model
The commonly used Newtonian cooling model that has one time constant does not agree
well with the experimental cooling curves. Chen [4] used a modified Newtonian cooling
model that has two time constants to obtain more accurate cooling curves for a bare hand
in contact with cold materials. The short time constant, xl , for the part A o f the cooling
curve represents the superficial layer of the epidermis that cools very rapidly (see Figure
10). The long time constant, t 2, corresponds to the rate o f heat transfer from the tissues of
the hand itself (part B).
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T ° (C )
B
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10
0

5

10
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Figure 10. A typical skin contact cooling curve

Equation (14) represents the modified Newtonian cooling curve with two time constants
developed by Chen et al. [4], The equation describes the variation o f skin contact
temperature with respect to time.

(14)
where:
Tsk{t) - skin contact temperature as function o f tim e t , (°C )
TsK

- skin temperature before cold surface contact, (°C )
-fin a l skin temperature at infinite tim e, (°C )

t

- cold exposure tim e (sec)

rx

- first time constant o f the cooling process (sec)

t2

- second tim e constant o f thecooling process (sec)

A , B - constants
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Equation (14) can be used to estimate the contact temperature o f the skin at a given time.
A ll the unknown parameters such as A, B and the time constants can be determined
experimentally for given conditions. In addition, the time required for the skin contact
temperature to reach a certain critical level can also be predicted using the model.
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3. REVISED PHYSIOLOGICAL M ODEL OF THE HAND
There are two distinct situations that must be considered for the hand in contact with a
cold material. The material surface considered can either be flat or cylindrical
corresponding to whether the hand is to touching or gripping respectively. Havenith et al.
[3] experimentally determined the average contact areas of the human hand when
gripping cold cylindrical rods. Approximately 30% of the hand area directly contacts the
material whereas 70% of the hand area does not touch the material as indicated
diagrammatically in Figure 11. These numbers are applicable only for normal gripping
without applying a pressure. An increased gripping pressure or contact pressure w ill
increase the contact surface area o f the hand.

Cylinder

Figure 11: Hand gripped cylindrical rod.
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3.1 Improvements of the revised model
Some of the changes accommodated in the revised model that were not in Lotens model
are discussed below:
■ It is anticipated that the temperature variation within the palm skin should be large
while touching cold surfaces. As soon as the hand touches the cold surface the interface
temperature drops to a value close to the material surface temperature. The temperature
of the inner layer o f the hand palm however, does not drop at that rate. By representing
the entire skin layer as one node the estimated values of temperatures and heat fluxes at
the interface cannot be accurate. In order to overcome the above deficiency the number
o f nodes in each hand compartment was increased to obtain a more accurate
temperature variation within each compartment (e.g. the number o f nodes in the palm
skin compartment increased to 30). In addition, the nodes inside the hand were
positioned such that the physical interfaces coincide with the boundary surfaces o f the
nodes. In order to handle the change in conductivity at the interfaces, the concept of
interface conductivity [20] was introduced.
■ Lotens model assumed the thickness o f the hand skin layer to be 0.001 m. Generally,
the thickness of the skin layer has a considerable variation according to the body part
and the individuality. In particular, the thickness o f the skin o f the hand palm is greater
than the skin o f any other part o f the body. The thickness o f the skin layer in this study,
therefore, was taken to be 0.003 m which is more realistic than Lotens value according
to the data given in literature [7],
■ The estimation o f average hand palm temperature is not clearly presented in the Lotens
model. In this study, therefore, the concepts o f insulated (folded skin that is not in
contact with the material surface) and non-insulated (non-folded skin that is in contact
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with the material surface) conditions are incorporated in estimating the average palm
temperature (see page 28).
Table 3. Specification o f different layers used in the revised model.
Layer
Core
Dorsal
Palm
Aluminium cylinder
Blood

Thickness (m)
0.014
0.003
0.003
0.05

Nodes
140
30
30
30

k (W m‘1 K'1)
0.6
0.3
0.3
220

C (kJ-m^ K'1)
3500
3500
3500
2500
4000

3.2 Geometry o f the revised model:
I f a rod or cylinder o f different size is gripped, it is difficult to determine the exact
geometry o f the heat transfer area due to the fact that a certain percentage o f hand is not in
contact with the material surface. Even for a particular diameter cylindrical rod or a
hollow cylinder it is a challenging task to determine the actual heat transfer area. Due to
the above reasons, the thickness o f the material was considered to represent the material
geometry and the curvature o f the surface was not taken into account.
The geometry o f the hand is assumed to be a 0.02 m thick rectangular block having three
different compartments as in the Lotens model. The skin compartment consists o f 30
nodes and the core layer, being the middle compartment, has 140 nodes as illustrated in
Figure 12. The material compartment o f the revised model consists o f thirty nodes. The
specifications o f the different layers o f the hand and material layer are given in Table 3.
The heat supplied by the blood is represented using Lotens’ empirical equations
(equations (4) and (5)). These equations are applicable to the palm and dorsal skin layers.
The equation (15) and equation (16) are used to determine the heat transfer rate through
blood relevant to a control volume having a thickness dx and have the following form:
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Assuming the body core temperature is 36.8°C and the average skin temperature is
33°C,
qblp = 0.04 x {2 x exp[0.3 x (Tn° - 302)] + 0.3} x {Tc - TpIm)

(15)

where,
qbl p-quantity of heat dissipated to a control volume in the palm layer
n-node number
and
0.6x12 x C .,x d x
3600x0.02

•

•

-xiK + V J x p . - T ^ )

= 0.04 x {2 x exp[0.3 x (Tn° - 302)] + 0.3} x (TpIm- T ^ )

(16)

where,
qbl d-quantity of heat dissipated to a control volume in the dorsal layer
qbln- quantity of heat associated with nutritional blood

0

Dorsal skin (0.003 m)

Core (0 014 m)
170

201

200 i

Palm skin (0.003 m)
201

202 i
J ^ ''\H a n d palm
Non contact area

231

Material

Contact area
Figure 12. The revised model o f hand
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In addition to the above information, the concept of interface conductivity was used in
formulating the nodal equations. The sudden change o f conductivity takes place at an
interface where there are two adjacent nodes that have different conductivities. The
interface conductivity can be used to represent the equivalent conductivity of the area
between the two nodes. Patankar [20] formulated an expression for the interface
conductivity as:

= 2 x *p .xA
'

(17)

(* ,+ * ,)

where ke denotes the interface conductivity between the nodes P and E shown
in Figure 13.

|
—zr*
]

i

Control volumes
y

i

i

I

jL

i

p

4T
E
j
e (Interface)

Figure 13. The interface between two nodes
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The energy conservation law is applied at every node to obtain a set of equations. The
energy conservation law is written for the nth control volume (C V) as follows:

kL x (7”+1 ~ Tn) + qbld= k Rx
dx

dx

+ Cd x d x x ('Tf' ~ Tn)
dt

(18)

where,
fcu = 0.04 x {2 x exp[0.3x (Tn° - 302)] + 0.3} x (Tc - Tn)
kL and kR are the different conductivity values at the two interfaces o f the C V
The Tri Diagonal Matrix Algorithm (TD M A ) [20] is a very convenient method o f solving
a system o f equations having the form a(n) x <f>n x + b(ri) x ^„ + c(n) x (j)n+x = d ( n ) .
Equation (18) can be re-arranged in the aforementioned format as;

v* (« ) x T„-x + (-v * (« ) - t(n) - vL (n) - ^ - ) x Tn + vL(« ) x Tn+l
dt
= -t(n)xT c- u ( n ) x ^ ~
dt
where all the property values are pertain to the node n and,
vi.(n) = ~ r
dx
h

dx
t i n ) = 0.04 x { 2 x exp[0.3 x (Tn° - 302)] + 0.3}
u(n) = Cd x d x
also,
a(n) = vR(n)
bin) = - v Rin ) - t i n ) - v Li n ) -

dt

cin) = vLin)
and
din) = - t i n ) x T c - m

(» )x —

.

dt
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(19)

The set o f nodal equations were solved using the TD M A using a program written in
Fortran 77 software code given in Appendix 2. The format of equation (19) is common
for all the nodal equations, which is very convenient in applying the TD M A algorithm.
The details o f the complete set of nodal equations are included in Appendix 1.
3.3 Average palm temperature
In order to estimate the average palm temperature, the nodal temperatures o f the interface
nodes relevant to the contact and non-contact areas must be estimated (see Figure 12).
The temperatures o f nodes 201 and 2017 are calculated using the sets o f nodal equations
pertaining to the contact and non-contact areas respectively.

The average palm

temperature is then calculated as:

r„.^.=o.3x(rc)+o.7x(r„c)

(20)

where,
Tav.paim ~ average palm temperature
r

- nodal temperature o f 201 node o f the hand palm relevant to the contact
area

Tnc

- nodal temperature o f 20 T node o f the hand palm relevant to the noncontact area

3.4 Initial condition hand model
The equilibrium (steady state) nodal temperature distribution of the hand in ambient air is
considered as the initial condition for insulated and non-insulated models that w ill be
discussed later. The equilibrium nodal temperatures o f the hand were estimated using the
revised hand model with convective boundary conditions relevant to the ambient
conditions. The surrounding temperature was taken as 22°C with the convective heat
transfer coefficient of 9 W -m '^K'1. The steady state nodal temperatures were estimated
using the software program and a large time period of the order o f 10,000 seconds.
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3.5 Insulated hand model
The revised model that includes the non-contact area of the hand (the grey area of Figure
12) is considered as the insulated hand model. The dorsal skin o f the insulated model is
2 1
exposed to an environment that has a convective heat transfer coefficient o f 9 W-m‘ -K ',
whereas the bottom of the palm skin is considered to be adiabatic. The equilibrium nodal
temperatures estimated by the initial condition hand model are used as the initial
temperatures for the insulated model.
3.6 Non-insulated model
The revised hand model that pertains to the contact area o f the hand is referred to as the
‘non-insulated model’ (refer Figure 12). The dorsal side o f the hand is exposed to the
surrounding environment with a convective heat transfer coefficient o f 9 W-m'2-K '\ The
non-insulated model assumes that the bottom o f the hand palm is in contact with the cold
material and the outer surface o f the cold material is exposed to the surrounding
environment. The equilibrium nodal temperatures estimated by the initial condition hand
model are used as the initial conditions o f the insulated model.

After introducing the

necessary initial and boundary conditions, the nodal temperatures o f the hand and the
material are calculated.
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4. V A LID A TIO N OF THE M ODEL
The revised model output is compared with the available long time and short time
experimental data.
4.1 Comparison o f model output and the experiments for long time periods

Experimental
T (°C )

Revised model
Lotens model

20

10

Time (min)
0

5

10

15

20

Figure 14. Comparison of experimental, Lotens model and revised model cooling
curves (for aluminium at 10°C)

The average palm temperatures estimated from the revised model have been compared
with the experimental cooling curves obtained by Havenith et al. [3] and the cooling
curves from Lotens model [2], The cooling curves for aluminium obtained from the
revised model agree very closely with the experimental cooling curves except for the case
of a material temperature o f -10°C as shown in Figures 14, 15 and 16. At a material
temperature o f -10°C the cooling curve for aluminium indicates a considerable deviation
from the experimental cooling curve. During the first five minutes o f cooling the revised
model shows much better results than the Lotens model.
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Figure 15. Comparison of experimental, Lotens model and revised model cooling
curves (for Aluminium at 0°C)
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Figure 16. Comparison of experimental, Lotens and revised model cooling curves
(for Aluminium at -10°C)
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According to the Figure 17, the revised model cooling curves for steel and foam at 0°C
have much better agreement with the experimental cooling curves than those o f Lotens
model. Figure 18 gives a comparison between the experimental cooling curves and the
cooling curves from the revised and Lotens model for wood at 0°C. The revised model is
shown to be a considerable improvement in this prediction compared to Lotens model at
long times.

Experimental
T (°C )
—

Revised model

20
Lotens model
Steel

10
0

5

10

15

20

Time (min)

Figure 17. The comparison of experimental and revised model cooling curves for
steel and foam at 0°C
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Lotens model
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0
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Figure 18. The comparison of experimental, revised model and Lotens model
hand cooling curves for wood at 0°C.

Figure 19 presents a comparison o f revised model and experimental values for the palm
and dorsal side temperature o f the hand in contact with aluminium and foam at 0°C. The
dorsal side o f the hand cooled faster than the palm in the case o f contact with low
conductive materials. The palm tends to cool faster than the dorsal side o f the hand in
situations o f contact with high conductivity materials like aluminium. In addition, the
experimental and the model cooling curves pertaining to the hand palm and the dorsal
sides are in close agreement with each other.
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Figure 19. The comparison of experimental and the revised model cooling curves foi
aluminium at 0°C.

4.2 Comparison o f model output and the short time experimental cooling curves
Recent research has been conducted to determine critical temperature limits for the
development o f new standards (CEN TC 122AVG3) that establish the temperature limit
values for cold touchable surfaces [17, 21], The hand contact temperature variation was
experimentally recorded for different material at different temperatures. Most of the
experiments were conducted for short time periods (such as 100 seconds) and for very
low temperatures (i.e. -20°C, -30°C and -40°C) [17, 22, 23]. The experimental cooling
curves for short time periods obtained from these citations have been compared with the
revised hand model output in the following paragraph.
Figure 20 presents a comparison o f experimental hand cooling curves and the revised
model for hands touching cold aluminium surfaces at -20°C and -30°C. The experiments
were conducted with a lower lim it o f hand temperature equal to 0°C for the safety o f the
subject. The revised model output for the aluminium with a temperature of -20°C is very
34
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close to the respective experimental curve. The lower the surface temperature o f
aluminium, the higher the deviation between the hand cooling curves estimated by the
revised model and the experimental cooling curves. The reason may be due to the
inappropriateness o f the empirical equations o f the model at very low temperatures.
Similar observations can be made from the Figure 21 for steel surfaces at different
temperatures.
Figures 22 and 23 compare the revised model output and the experimental cooling curves
for low conductivity materials at very low temperatures. The hand cooling curves
estimated from the model, in these cases, considerably deviate from the experimental
cooling curves.
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Figure 20. Comparison o f cooling curves for aluminium surfaces at -20°C and -30°C
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Figure 21. Comparison o f cooling curves for steel surfaces at -2 0 °C , -30°C and -40°C
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Figure 22. Comparison o f cooling curves for Nylon surfaces at -4°C and -20°C
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Figure 23. Comparison o f cooling curves for wood and nylon surfaces at -20°C
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5. SEN S ITIV ITY ANALYSIS
The main objective o f performing a sensitivity analysis is to estimate the rate o f change in
the output of the model with changes in the model inputs. Such knowledge is important
to:
(1) evaluate the applicability o f the model
(2) identify the important parameters
(3) understand the system being modeled.
5.1 Sensitivity analysis techniques
Sensitivity analysis methods can be classified in different ways, for example by their
applicability or methodology. Under methodology they can be further classified into:
(1) mathematical
(2) statistical and
(3) graphical methods.
5.1.1 Mathematical methods
Mathematical methods assess the sensitivity o f a model output to the range o f variation o f
an input. These methods involve calculating the output for a number o f values over the
possible range of input. These methods do not address the variance o f the output due to
the variance o f inputs, but assess the impact of changing the input values on the output.
Mathematical sensitivity analysis techniques are useful in determining the most important
inputs among a set o f input parameters. In some instances the mathematical methods can
be used for verification, validation and to identify inputs that require further data
acquisition or research. Frey and Patil [24] discussed a few methods that have been used
for mathematical sensitivity analysis. These are listed as follows:
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(a) Nominal range sensitivity analysis (NRSA)
(b) Differential sensitivity analysis and
(c) Difference in log odds ratio.
5.1.1.1 Nominal range sensitivity analysis (NRSA)
The nominal range sensitivity analysis method can be applied to deterministic models and
is not used in probabilistic analysis. The effect on model outputs due to varying inputs is
evaluated across the entire range o f possible values, while holding all other input
parameters at their nominal or base values [25],

The number o f model evaluations

necessary for NRSA is proportional to the number o f input parameters for which the
sensitivity tests are to be performed. NRSA estimates a numerical value for sensitivity
and this technique is capable of identifying the most important input.
The difference in the model output due to the change in input variable is referred as the
sensitivity o f the model to the particular input parameter [26]. The sensitivity is estimated
as a positive or negative percentage change compared to the normal solution. This method
can only be employed if the input parameters are independent. Nominal range sensitivity
analysis is a relatively simple method that is easily employed. This method works well
with cases where the possible range o f input parameters is readily defined.
5.1.1.2 Differential sensitivity analysis (DSA)
Differential sensitivity analysis is applicable for calculating the sensitivity of the output to
small deviations in input. A small perturbation such as plus or minus one percent is given
to the input in order to evaluate the output response. In DSA, the local sensitivity is
calculated at one or more points in the parameter space o f the model. At each point, the
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partial derivative o f the model output with respect to the selected number o f inputs is
estimated. The value of partial derivative is a measure of local sensitivity.
DSA differs from the NRSA in that it considers the likely range o f variation in each o f the
inputs. In all other respects DSA is very similar to NRSA. Although DSA can provide
useful information on how the output responds to a unit change o f input, it does not
provide a clear picture on how the output responds to a full range of variation o f input.
DSA provides insight into the comparative change in the output associated with equal
perturbations of each input parameter.
5.1.1.3 Difference in log-odds ratio
The difference in log-odds ratio method is a specific application o f nominal range
sensitivity method. This method is used in situations where the output is a probabilistic
parameter and the input parameters are independent.
5.1.2 Statistical methods
Statistical methods are used in situations where the inputs are assigned probability
distributions. The statistical sensitivity analysis assesses the effect o f variance in the
inputs on the output distributions. Depending on the method, one or more inputs are
varied at a time. Statistical methods are useful in determining the effect o f simultaneous
interactions among multiple inputs. Some o f the widely accepted methods that are used
for statistical sensitivity analysis are linear regression analysis and analysis o f variance
(ANO VA).
5.1.3 Graphical methods
Graphical methods represent the sensitivity in terms o f graphs, charts or surfaces. In
general, graphical methods give a visual indication of how an output is affected by
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variation in inputs. Further the graphical methods can be used as screening methods
before a complete model sensitivity analysis. Frey and Patil [26] demonstrated the use o f
scatter plots as a graphical sensitivity analysis method. Basically, the scatter plots are used
as the first step in another analysis such as a regression analysis.
5.1.4 Method selected for this study
In this study, the revised model is used over a limited range of all the input parameters.
On the other hand there is no requirement to analyse the sensitivity o f inputs over the
entire range o f possible values as the applicability o f model itself has certain limitations.
For example, the revised model does not accurately predict the hand temperature in
contact with materials at very low temperatures. The DSA technique is, therefore, used to
analyse the input parameter sensitivity o f the hand contact temperature.
5.2 Estimation o f sensitivity using DSA technique
In the case o f DSA, the sensitivity function,

, is defined as [27]:

SZ
’ = ( ~ ) K ~ )

(21)

In words, the sensitivity function is the ratio o f the normalized variation o f parameter Y to
the normalized variation o f parameter X. For A X tending to zero the equation 21 can be
written as;

S

- t f w

f )

(22)

The numerical model o f the human hand has the following important input parameters.
The specific heat capacity o f material, Cffl, conductivity o f material, km, initial
temperature o f the material,Tmj, body core temperature, TCT, average skin temperature, Tsk,
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surrounding temperature, Ta, convective heat transfer coefficient o f air, ha, thickness o f
the skin compartment, Lsk, thickness o f the material compartment, Lm and the thickness
o f the hand core compartment, LCT. The output o f the model is either the hand contact
temperature, Tc, or the average palm temperature,

, depending on the requirement.

The sensitivity to each o f the above input parameters is evaluated using equation 22.
The gradient o f the output relative to a certain parameter ( d Y / d X ) was calculated using
the values o f data points and a numerical approximation as described below. The
relationship between the output parameter (contact temperature) and an input parameter
was assumed to be a second order polynomial and the coefficients determined using a
least square approximation. I f Y and X are, respectively, the output and input parameter
considered for sensitivity analysis, then;
Y = a X 2+ b X + c

(23)

Ya

f ( X i+2, Y i+2)

>

Xi.2

X ,!

xi+1

Xi

X

xi+2

Figure 24. Least square curve fitting for second order polynomial
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Least squares curve fitting refers to the process o f selecting the fitting function that
minimizes the sum o f the squares o f the residuals or the difference between the fitted
function and the data as indicated in Figure 24. A separate parabola is fitted for each value
o f selected input parameter (X;) using the respective output parameter value (Yj) and the
neighboring points on either side o f Xj. The total number o f points used must be greater
than 3 in order to effect a minimization. I f only three points are used the resulting
equation gives an interpolation o f the values between the points. The parabolic curve has
a sum of the squares o f the residuals, s , of:

s = i [ Y i - ( a X 2 + b X t + c) f

(2 4 )

1=1

In order to minimize this quantity — = 0 , — = 0 and — = 0 must be satisfied.
dc
db
da
The respective equations can be written as:
F)f
n
- = 2 W i - { a X 2 + b X i + c)}
dc

^ = 2 Z X , [Yt - ( a X 2 + h X t + c)]
db
,=1

(25)

and

^ = 2Sjr(2[y(-(aar<2+Mrl +c)].
da

,=1

Expanding the above set o f equations gives;

a X X f + b ' L X f + c ' L X 2 = I X 27
>=i
1=1
i=i
i=i
1
a ' L X ? + b l , X ? + c ,I ., X1 i = .S, 7I T1
7=1
1=1
7=1
7=1
«

(2
' 6 )/

i

and
a Z X 2+ b Z X i +c» = I 7 .
i=l '
i=l 1
i=l '
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The unknown coefficients a, b and c are estimated by simultaneously solving the above
three equations (equation (26)).
The sensitivity o f a particular parameter is estimated by using equation (22). The gradient
(dY/dX) relevant to the curve o f selected input parameter versus model output is
determined at any point i by the curve fitting using five different values of the input
parameters and relevant outputs. The sensitivity of a particular parameter changes with
time due to the transient nature o f the model, therefore the sensitivity is estimated as a
function o f time.
Example: Sensitivity to the body core temperature, TCT, is estimated using output values,
Tc, obtained by changing the TCT value. The sensitivity is calculated for different times.
The equation o f the polynomial relevant to the example can be written as:
Tc = aT^. + b T cr + c

(2 7 )

The gradient of the input versus output curve will, therefore be;
d Tc
d Tcr

= 2aTcr+ b

(28)

Equation 28 is used to estimate the gradient o f the input versus output parameter curve at
any known input parameter value. Using the equation (22) and the expression for the
gradient (equation (28)) the sensitivity o f body core temperature can be written as;

St„ = "TT x (ZaT'r + b)

(29)

c

where the constants a and b can be estimated by solving the equation (26) at each time.
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Table 4. Estimation of sensitivity for different times
Y=C ontact temperature (Tc) (K)

Time

X=Tcr=310

(sec)

X=Tcr=308

X=Tcr=3 09

0

299.180
290.630

299.360
2 90.760

2 88 .79 0
287 .30 0

2 89 .77 0

1
2

288.370

288.490

3

286.920

287.020

Sensitivity

X=Tcr= 3 1 1

X=Tcr=312

(at Tcr=310)

299 .87 0

3 01.530

2 91 .10 0

2 92.220

304.120
293.960

1.338
0.901

291.300
289.580

0.790

288 .18 0

0.720

The analysis is conducted for 300 seconds due to the observation that most o f the
parameter sensitivity values reached to a steady state at that time. Table 4 illustrates the
calculated values of the initial sensitivity and sensitivities at an interval o f one second for
the first three times. The following sections discuss each input parameter sensitivity in
descending order o f importance according to their steady state values.
5 .3 Results o f the sensitivity analysis
5.3.1 Sensitivity to initial material temperature (Tmi)
The sensitivity o f the hand contact temperature, Tc, to changes in initial material
temperature, Tmi, is quite different from most o f the other parameters and is plotted in
Figure 25. During the first few seconds o f hand contact with the material, the sensitivity
increases rapidly and reaches a stabilized value that is close to 0.9. The steady state value
o f the gradient (sensitivity) indicates that the contact temperature o f hand is highly
sensitive to the initial temperature o f the material.

The steady state sensitivity o f initial material temperature <S£ = 0.9

means that if the

initial material temperature is increased by 100% then the hand contact temperature (Tc)
would increase by 90%.
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Figure 25. Sensitivity to initial material temperature
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Figure 26. Sensitivity to body core temperature
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5.3.2 Sensitivity to body core temperature, TCT.
Figure 26 illustrates that within the initial few seconds o f hand contact with the material,
the sensitivity to core temperature rapidly decreasing from 1.3 to a stabilized value of
approximately 0.25. Although the sensitivity o f core temperature is initially greater than
the respective value for initial material temperature, it is less in the steady state.
5.3 .3 Sensitivity to ambient temperature, Ta.
It is indicated in Figure 27 that the steady state value o f the sensitivity to the ambient
temperature is less than both the sensitivities to initial material temperature and the body
core temperature, however, during the first few seconds the sensitivity has a high value
due to the effect o f initial conditions o f the model. The variation o f the sensitivity to
ambient temperature showed similar shape as the variation o f the sensitivity to the body
core temperature.
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Figure 27. Sensitivity to ambient temperature
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5.3.4 Sensitivity to average skin temperature, T^.
The steady state sensitivity to average skin temperature is less than the sensitivities to the
previously discussed parameters.
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Figure 28. Sensitivity to average skin temperature
As shown in Figure 28 the sensitivity value drops drastically during the first fifty seconds
o f hand contact with material until it stabilizes at a value o f 0.025. The sensitivity to body
core temperature has a much larger value than the sensitivity of average skin temperature.
The main reason is likely due to the higher blood flow rate that results due to the increase
in body core temperature compared to increase in skin temperature. This can be seen by
examining the equation (2).
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5.3.5 Sensitivity to material conductivity, km.
Unlike the previously discussed sensitivities, the sensitivity to material conductivity has a
negative value as seen in Figure 29. The steady state value of the sensitivity to material
conductivity is -0.0027. Thus, if the conductivity o f the material is increased by 100%, the
contact temperature is decreased by 0.27%. This result is understandable, physically, as
the increase in conductivity w ill enhance the heat flow from the hand to the material. The
hand temperature, therefore, decrease with an increase in conductivity. The extremely low
values indicate that the material conductivity is a relatively unimportant parameter in
determining hand contact temperature.
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Figure 29. Sensitivity to material conductivity
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5.3.6 Sensitivity to material thickness, Lm.
Figure 30 indicates that the steady state sensitivity to the material thickness stabilizes at
approximately 0.0008. During the first few seconds o f hand contact, the sensitivity
achieves a higher value than the steady state due to the additional hindrance to heat flow
introduced by the increased material thickness. Like the material conductivity, material
thickness has very little effect on the hand skin temperature.
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Figure 30. Sensitivity to the thickness o f the material
5.3.7 Sensitivity to the skin thickness, Lsk.
The sensitivity to the skin thickness is shown, in Figure 31, stabilize at a value o f
approximately 0.0006. During the initial few seconds, as in the case o f material thickness,
the sensitivity is somewhat higher than the steady state value. The increased skin
thickness immediately introduces an additional resistance to heat flow.
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Figure 31. Sensitivity to the thickness o f the hand skin
5.3.8 Sensitivity to the convective heat transfer coefficient o f air, ha.
Figure 32 depicts the variation o f the sensitivity o f the hand contact temperature to the
convective heat transfer coefficient o f air. The negative value o f the sensitivity indicates
that 100% increase in convective heat transfer coefficient causes a 0.06% decrease in
hand contact temperature. An increase in the convective heat transfer coefficient o f air
w ill increase heat loss from the hand to the surroundings. The increased heat loss w ill
have a negative effect on the hand contact temperature.
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Figure 32. Sensitivity to the convective heat transfer coefficient for air
5.3.9 Sensitivity to the thickness o f the hand core, LCT.
As Figure 33 illustrates, a 100% increase in hand core thickness leads to only a 0.025%
increase in hand contact temperature. The steady state sensitivity o f the hand core
thickness is less than the respective value for hand skin thickness. The reason for this
could be the difference in blood flow rates due to the increased thickness. The skin gets
more blood than the core for the same amount o f increased thickness.
5.3.10 Sensitivity to the material heat capacity, Cm.
The plot o f sensitivity to the material heat capacity shown in Figure 34 indicates that the
steady state sensitivity o f material heat capacity has a negligible value compared with all
other parameter sensitivities. It can, therefore, be concluded that the material heat capacity
has essentially no effect on hand contact temperature.
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Figure 33. Sensitivity to the thickness o f the hand core
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Figure 34. Sensitivity o f the material heat capacity
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300

5.3.11 Summary o f the sensitivity analysis
The parameter sensitivity analysis identified the most important input parameters. The
results are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. The steady state sensitivity to the input parameters
Priority order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Input parameter
Initial material temperature
Body core temperature
Ambient temperature
Average skin temperature
Conductivty of the material
Thickness of the material
Thickness of the skin
The convective heat transfer coefficient of air
Thickness of the hand core
Heat capacity of material

Sensitivity lunction
(steady state sensitivity)
0.9
0.25
0.08
0.025
-0.0027
0.0008
0.0006
-0.0006
0.00025
negligible

The results o f the sensitivity analysis allow an assessment o f the importance o f the input
parameters o f the model. The first four parameters in the Table 5 show a sensitivity o f
more than 1%. The initial material temperature, which has a 90% sensitivity value, w ill
be the most influential parameter on the hand contact temperature. A small change o f
material temperature, therefore, is more effective than changing the material in order to
achieve a comfortable hand contact temperature.
According to the sensitivity analysis, the hand contact temperature can be significantly
increased by changing the body core temperature and average skin temperature.
Physically this means that supplying heat to the rest o f the body w ill effectively increase
the hand contact temperature.
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6. CONCLUSION
A revised numerical model of heat transfer associated with the human hand in contact
with cold materials has been developed. The geometry o f the object was not considered in
formulating the numerical model. The thickness o f the material, however, was considered
as the most important parameter representing the geometry o f the object.
The revised model clearly shows much closer agreement with the experimental cooling
curves at large times than Lotens model. The only major deviation was observed for the
hand cooling curves for nylon. The reason for this discrepancy is unclear. The model
output for short times after contact agrees well with the experimental cooling curves for
high conductivity materials. The model output for low conductivity materials deviates
from the experimental results. A ll short time experiments were conducted for very low
temperatures such as -10°C or less. Even at such low temperatures the model shows a
good agreement with experimental curves for highly conductive materials.
A drastic reduction o f hand contact temperature occurred in conductive cooling on
metallic surfaces compared to the non-metallic surfaces. Also, the dorsal side o f the hand
always cooled at a faster rate than the palm side due to contact with low conductivity
materials. The palm side cooled faster than the dorsal side in the case o f contact with the
highly conductive materials due to the high heat transfer rate.
A sensitivity analysis o f the transient hand contact temperature to various parameters has
been completed. The parameters listed, in their order o f importance with regard to steady
state sensitivity values, are: (1) initial material temperature, (2) body core temperature, (3)
ambient temperature, (4) average skin temperature, (5) conductivity o f the material, (6)
thickness of the material, (7) thickness o f the skin, (8) convective heat transfer coefficient
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of air, (9) thickness o f hand core and (10) the heat capacity o f material. The first four
parameters were considered to have a significant effect on hand contact temperature.
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7. FURTHER RESEARCH NEEDS
It is well known [17] that hand contact pressure affects hand surface temperature. It would
be desirable to modify the model to include this effect. It is not clear, however, whether
this effect is due to an increase in the skin surface area in contact with the material or if it
is due to the reduction o f heat input by the blood flow. It probably depends on both
factors.
Lotens has developed an empirical equation (equation (3)) to represent the blood flow rate
at the time o f C IV D [2], however, the exact temperatures at which the C IV D begins or
ends are not clear. Further research is needed to investigate the numerical relationship
given by equation 3.
The blood flow equations developed by Lotens [2] are applicable when the hand is
exposed to a cold environment. In the physiological sense, this situation can be described
as “vasoconstriction”. The blood flow equations should be developed for “vasodilation”
conditions to predict the hand temperatures in a hot environment.
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APPENDIX A: The nodal equations for the revised model
The common variables that are used for all the nodal equations are defined as follows:

v(n ) = ^ = ^
dx
dx
V '(B ) = ^

u (ri) - C d x d x
u '( n) = C mx d y
u ” {n ) = Cp x dx + C mx dy

w (n) = —
dx
t( n ) = 0.04 x {2 x E xp [0.3 x (T ° - 302)] + 0.3}
s(n) = 0 .0 4 x 0 .3

A.1 Non-insulated model o f the hand
The non-insulated model of the hand is used to simulate the portion o f the hand in contact
with the cold surface. In this case Node 1 of the model corresponds to the boundary node
of the dorsal compartment o f the hand that interacts with the surrounding environment.
The energy conservation law is applied to each node to generate a set o f nodal equations.
A unit area o f the skin was considered in formulating the energy conservation equation.
The nodal equations are formatted according to equation 20 as follows:

k> X

dx

+ ^ h,J = h a x ( r i - Ta) + C d x d x x ^Tl

dt

■)

i bu = t { \ ) x ( T p - T x)
The variables of the nodal equation (energy conservation equation o f node 1) are
separated using the method explained in section 3.2 as follows:
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a(l) = 0
at
c(l) = v(l)
rf<i) = - * . x r „ . , - » ( i ) x 2 - < ( i ) x r ,
at

Node 2: Dorsal skin equations
( t3-

.

d

t 2)

dx

.

.
(:t2- t x)
(t 2- t 2°)
b,’d = d
dx
+C* xdxx
dt

a{2) = v(2)
» (2 ) = - v ( 2 ) - < ( 2 ) - v ( 2 ) - ^

dt

c(2) = v(2)
d(2) = - t ( 2 ) x T c - u ( 2 ) x If

dt

Nodes 3 to 29 which are inside nodes o f the dorsal skin, follow the same format.
Node 30: The last node o f the dorsal skin compartment.
kd
cx ^
dc

~i T^
dx

+ qj - bld
= k dd x ^
bl . a

i

~ Tig)
+C dxdxx ^
d
dx

~i . 5 -)dt

a(30) = v(30)
3(30) = -v (3 0 ) - w (30) - 1(30) dt
c(30) = w (30)
r jn 0

d ( 30) = - t( 3 0 ) xT c - u( 30) x
dt

The Node 31 is the starting node of the core compartment and the energy conservation
equation was applied to formulate the relevant nodal equation.
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a{31) = w (31)
6( 31) = - w ( 3 1) - v (3 1) - 5(31) -

dt

c( 31) = v (3 1)
yi0
d ( 31) = -5 (3 1 ) x r c - u (31) x
dt
Node 32: Inside node o f core compartment.
k C x S j i Z h A + qJ - Ol . c = k C x f f l i z Z k ) + c C x ^
dx
dx
1

1

x £ f, ^
dt

a ( 32) = v(32)
6(32) = -v (3 2 ) - v(32) - 5(32) dt
c(32) = v(32)
r j iO

d ( 32) = -5 (3 2 ) x Te - 1/(32) x ^
dt
The Nodes 33 to 169 are the inside nodes of the hand core. The respective nodal equations
follow the same format as the equation of node 32.
Node 170: The last node o f the core compartment.

k
* dc ^

+
i

dx

1 tfb l,c

= k x (7i7o~^69,) + c x < frx ( ^ o - e )
n c
j
~ c
.
dx
dt
t

a( 170) = v(170)
6(170) = -v (1 7 0 ) - w(170) - 5(170) - ^ 2 2 1
dt
c(170) = w(170)
^(170) = -5 (1 7 0 ) x Tc - w(170) x 2m .
dt
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Node 171; The starting node o f the palm skin.
k P x (Tm f a- Tm l + 1qb l . p = k PC x (^ 71~ ^ 7o)+ C x d x x ^ m ~ T^
dx
dt
a(171) = w(171)
b ( 171) = -w ( 171) - v (l 71) - /(1 71) -

u jlll)
dt

c(171) = v(171)
d ( \lV ) = -t(1 7 1 )x r c -n (1 7 1 )x

1 71

dt
Node 172: Inside node o f palm skin compartment.
k x ( Zn L _ Zm) + ^

= kp x

+ Cp x f a x

dx

dt

tf(172) = v(172)
6(172) = -v (1 7 2 ) - v(172) - /(1 72) -

1/(172)
dt

<?(172) = v(172)
/T»0
J (172) = —/(172) x Tc - 1/(172) x

7 1 -7172

Nodes 172 to 198 the nodal equations are in the same format as o f node 172.

dx/2

+ , 199

Hand palm

W

dy/2'

Material

Figure 35. Magnified view at the vicinity of hand palm- material interface
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Node 199 (refer Figure 35):
k x (T2OO~ Tl99 ) + gbi = k X
p (3 x d x / 4 )
p
p

~ T'9
-^ + C p X d X X ('Tl" ~ ^
dx
dt

a ( 199) = v(199)
6(199) = _ 4 x v ( 199) _ v( 199) _ f(199) ... M( 199)
3
dt
c(199) =

4 x v (1 9 9 )
rpO

d ( 199) = - / ( l 99) x Tc - w(199) x

dt

Node 200:
U
p

(^ 2 0 1

~ ^ 20o)

1

Qbl.p

( 3 x d x /4 )

2

_ 1
p

(T2m ~ T l99) dx

( 3 x d x /4 )

p

2

(T200 - T 2°00)
dt

a( 2 0 0 ) = 4 x V <2^

6(200) = c(200) =

4 x v(200) 4 x v (2 0 0 )
3

f(2 00 )

t/(200)

2

2xdt

3

4 x v (2 0 0 )

d (2 00 ) =

x ^ _ m^200) x
2

2xdt

The next node (node 201) is the interface node between the palm and the material
compartments.

k

x (T 202 ~ ^ 201 ) _j_ Qbl,p = k x
m (3 x t/p /4 )
2
'

~ ^ 2Qo) _j_/£> x
+ Q x
( 3 x d x / 4)
'
2
m 2

(^ 2 0 1

x (^201 ~ ^ 20 l)

eft
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4 x v (2 0 1 )

a ( 201) =

b{ 201) = -

4 x v '(2 0 1 )

4 x v (2 0 1 )

/(2 0 1 )

u \ 201)
dt

4 x v'(201)

c( 201) =

d (2 0 \) = - t^ ^ - x T c - u \ 2 0 \ ) x

7201
2xdt

Node 202:

k x (Jm z I m l = k

( J 202 ~ r 2 0 l)

( 3 x d y / 4)

( 3 x d y /4 )

a (202) =

C

A T2ttl-T*tt)

4 x v'(202)

6 ( 202) = -

c (202) =

m

,

4 x v '(2 0 2 )

4 x v'(202)

u'(202)

3

3

2 x dt

4 x v '(2 0 2 )
p0

a?(202) = -u '(2 0 2 ) x

202

2xdt

Node 203:
kmX

= kmX (7?°3 ~ r 202) + CmX ^ X ^
m (3 x d y / 4)
m '

dy
a (2 0 3 )=

^

)

dr

4 x v'(203)
3

6(203) = -v '(2 0 3 ) -

4 x v'(203)

m'(203)

3

df

c(203) = 1/(203)
d (203) = -w '(2 0 3 ) x —
2xdt
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The nodal equations for nodes 204 to 230 will be having the following form:
k x (r 205 - r 204.) = j ( x 2 k z Z 203) + + C
m
7
m
7

dy

dy

X
m

X

y

j .

at

a (204) = v'(204)
6(204) = -v '(2 0 4 ) - v'(204) - “ ^20- ^
dt
c(204) = v'(204)
rpQ

rf(204) = - n '( 2 0 4 ) x ^
dt
Node 231:
X

~ Z k l ) = km x ( r 23. ~ r 2 3 o ) + C m X J V x (r231

d y /2

dy

~
dt

Where Te is the outside surface temperature o f the material.
a(231) = v'(231)
6(231) = - 2 x v '(2 3 1) - v '(2 3 1) dt
c( 2 3 1 )= 0
rriO

d ( 2 3 1) = -w '(2 3 1) x

- 2 x v '(2 3 1) x Te
dt

A.2 Initial condition o f the hand
The initial condition corresponds to a bare hand resting in the surrounding environment.
This condition must first be modeled and used as initial conditions for the insulated and
non-insulated cases. In this case, convective boundary conditions apply to the outer nodes
o f both the dorsal and palm compartments that are exposed to the surrounding
environment. The nodal equations 1-198 o f the non-insulated model can be considered as
common nodal equations for both initial and insulated cases. The last two nodal equations
(node 199 and 200) o f the initial model can be written as:
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a ( 199) = v(199)
6(199) = -v (1 9 9 ) - v(199) - f(199) -

dt

c( 199) = v(199)
rpQ

J (l9 9 ) = - t ( l9 9 ) x Tc - u ( 199) x

Jin
199

K x(r. - r 2M) + = *, x

+c, x f a 1

a (200) = v(200)
b (200) = -v (2 0 0 ) - ha - 1(200) -

dt

c(200) = 0
rpQ

J (2 0 0 ) = - h a x T a - 1 ( 2 0 0 )x r c - w (200)x

d-

o
n
200

dt
A. 3 Insulated model of the hand
The insulated model of the hand is used to simulate the portion o f the hand surface that is
prevented from touching the cold surface due to the folding action o f the skin. Here, the
outer skin layer o f the hand palm is considered as adiabatic in the insulated model. The
only difference between the initial condition and insulated model is the adiabatic surface
at the 200th node instead o f the convective boundary conditions in the initial model. The
nodal equations 1-199 o f the initial model are common to the insulated model. The energy
conservation equation for the last node o f the insulated model (node 200) is written as
follows:

qbi p = kp x ^ 2Q0 7 ^
dx

+ C . x dk x ^ 20° T 7'20q)
p
dt
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The variables are separated as given in section 3.2:
a (2 00 ) = v(200)
6 (2 0 0 ) = -v (2 0 0 ) - f(2 0 0 ) - — Q- ^
dt
c (200) = 0
r r iO

d ( 200) = -f(200) x Tc - u( 200) x
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APPENDIX B: Software programs of the revised model.
B. 1 Non-insulated model of the hand

C

Te-Initial temperature at the outer boundary of the cold material

C

Tc-Core temperature, Td-Average dorsal temperature

C

kd-Outside temperature-Tout, Conductivity o f dorsal compartment,

C

kp-Conductivity o f palm compartment, kc-Conductivity o f core

C

compartment, kdc-Conductivity o f dorsal/palm interface,

C

Cc-Heat capacity o f core, Cp-Heat capacity o f palm,

C

Cd-Heat capacity o f dorsal compartment,

C

dxl-Control volume thickness o f the dorsal skin, dx2-Control

C

volume thickness of the core layer, dx3-Control volume thickness

C

of the palm skin, B f-A parameter relevant to the change in blood

C

flow, p-Nutritional blood flow, dy-Thickness o f a C V in material

C

layer, h-Convective heat transfer coefficient o f air,

C

dt-Time in seconds, r-constant

^

3|e3|e3|c3|e4e4e3|c9|c3|ca|e9|c9|c9|c9|ca|ca|ea|ea|ca|c9|e9|ea|ca|c9|0|e4ea|c9fe3|c4e4e3|e3|c3fea|e4e3|cafc3|ea|c3|c3fc9|e9|c9tes|e3|e9|e3|e3|ea|ca|c3|c3|eaffea|c3|ca|c3|e

REAL Tc,Tout,p,kd,kp,kc,km,kdc,Cd,Cc,Cp,Cm,dxl,dx2,dx3,dy
+

Z,r, SUM, SUMM, SUMA,Tap,Tad,Td,Tam,dt,Bf
D IM EN SIO N a(231),b(23l),c(23l),d(23l),t(201),To(23l),Too(231)

+

u(231),v(231),w (2 3 1),w (231)
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INTEGER j, 1, m, o, q
PARAMETER (h=9.0)
Staring conditions
Te=273
Tout=273
km=220
Cm=2500*1000
Tc=310
Bf=0.3
Other constants
p=0.012
r=0.6* 12*dx*Cbl/3600*0.02
r=0.04
kd=0.3
kp=0.3
kc=0.6
kdc=0.4
Cc=3500*1000
Cd=3500*1000
Cp=3500*1000
dxl=0.0001
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dx2=0.0001
dx3=0.0001
dy=0.0017
C

Getting the initial conditions from a saved file;
OPEN(UNIT=3 ,FILE ='Init005F O R M -F O R M ATTED', STA TU S='OLD')
DO W H ILE ( TRUE.)
READ (UNIT=3,FM T=45,END =55)j,To©

45

FO RM A T(2X,ilO ,2X ,el9.6)

C

PRINT *,To Q
ENDDO

55

CONTINUE
CLOSE (U N IT=3)

C

PR IN T*, 'File read complete'

C

Initial temperatures o f the control volumes of cold material;
Do 24 i=202,231
To(i)= 273.0

C

PR IN T*, To(j)

24

CONTINUE

C

Main control loop o f the program. Finding the different

C

temperatures of nodal points for increasing time periods.
DO 300 d t= l,300,1
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IF (dt.LT.2) THEN
To(i)=To(i)
Td=Tc
ELSE
To(i)=Too(i)
Td=Tap
ENDIF
C

Writing energy balance to the 1st control volume in dorsal

C

compartment
t( 1)=r * 2 * * (Bf+0.3 * (To(1)-302))+p
u(l)= d xl*C d
v(l)=kd/dxl
a(l)=0
b( 1)=-v( 1)-t( 1)-h-u( 1)/dt
c (l)= v (l)
d (l)= -h *T o u t-t(l)*T d -u (l)*T o (l)/d t

C

Writing energy balance to the rest o f the control volumes in

C

dorsal compartment
DO 34 1=2,29
t(l)= r*2 * *(B f+0.3 * (To(l)-302))+p
u(l)=dxl*C d
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v(l)=kd/dxl
a(l)= v(l)
b(l)=-v(l)-t(l)-v(l)-u(l)/dt
c(l)= v(l)
d(l)=-t(l) * T d-u(l) * T o(l)/dt
34

CONTINUE

C

Writing energy balance to the30th control volume in

C

dorsal compartment
t(30)=r*2 * * (Bf+0.3 *(To(30)-302))+p
u(30)= dxl*C d
v(30)= kd/dxl
w(30)= kdc/((dxl+dx2)/2)
a(30)= v(30)
b(3 0)=-v(3 0)-t(3 0)-w(3 0)-u(3 0)/dt
c(30)= w(30)
d(3 0)=-t(3 0)* T d-u(3 0) *To(3 0)/dt

C

Writing energy balance to the 1st control volume in

C

core compartment
t(31)=p
u(31)=dx2*Cc
v(31)=kc/dx2
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w(3 l)=kdc/((dxl+dx2)/2)
a(31)=w(31)
b(3 l)=-w (3 l)-t(3 l)-v(3 l)-u(3 l)/dt
c(31)=v(31)
d(31)=-t(3 l)*Tc-u(31)*To(31)/dt
C

Writing energy balance to the rest o f the control volumes in

C

core compartment
DO 35 m=32,169
t(m)=p
u(m)=dx2*Cc
v(m)=kc/dx2
a(m)=v(m)
b(m)=-v(m)-t(m)-v(m)-u(m)/dt
c(m)=v(m)
d(m)=-t(m) * Tc-u(m) * T o(m)/dt

C

Writing energy balance to the 170th control volume in

C

core compartment
t(170)=p
u(170)=dx2*Cc
v(170)=kc/dx2
w( 170)=kdc/((dx2+dx3)/2)
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a(170)=v(170)
b( 170)=-v( 170)-t( 170)-w( 170)-u( 170)/dt
c(170)=w(170)
d(170)=-t(170)*Tc-u(170)*To(170)/dt
C

Writing energy balance to the 171 st control volume in

C

palm compartment
t( 171 )= r*2 * *(B f+0.3 *(T o (171)-302))+p
u(171)=dx3*Cp
v(171)=kp/dx3
w( 171 )=kdc/((dx2+dx3 )/2)
a(171)=w(171)
b(171)=-w(171)-t(171)-v(171)-u(171)/dt
c(171)=v(171)
d(171)=-t(171)*Tc-u(171)*To(171)/dt

C

Writing energy balance to the restof the control volumes in

C

palm compartment
DO 36 0=172,198
t(o)=r*2 * * (Bf+0.3 *(To(o)-302))+p
u(o)=dx3*Cp
v(o)=kp/dx3
a(o)=v(o)
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b(o)=-v(o)-t(o)-v(o)-u(o)/dt
c(o)=v(o)
d(o)=-t(o) * T c-u(o) * T 0 ( 0 )/dt
36

CONTINUE

C

Writing energy balance to the 199th control volume in

C

palm compartment
t( 199)=r*2**(B f+0.3 *(T o (199)-302))+p
u(199)=dx3*Cp
v(199)=kp/dx3
a(199)=v(199)
b( 199)=-4*v( 199)/3 -t( 199)-v( 199)-u( 199)/dt
c(199)= 4*v(199)/3
d( 199)=-t( 199)*Tc-u( 199)*To( 199)/dt

C

Writing energy balance to the 200th control volume in

C

palm compartment
t(200)=r*2* *(B f+0.3 *(T o(200)-302))+p
u(200)=dx3*Cp
v(200)=kp/dx3
a(200)= 4*v(200)/3
b(200)=-4*v(200)/3-t(200)/2-4*v(200)/3-u(200)/(2*dt)
c(200)= 4*v(200)/3
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d(200)=-t(200)*Tc/2-u(200)*To(200)/(2*dt)
C

Writing energy balance to the 201 st control volume at

C

the interface o f cold material and the hand palm
t(201)=r *2 * * (Bf+0.3 * (To(201)-302))+p
v(201)=kp/dx3
w(201)=km /dy
u(201)=dx3 *Cp+dy*Cm
a(201)=4 * v(201)/3
b(201)=-4 * w (2 0 1)/3 -4 * v(201)/3 -t(201)/2-u(201)/(2 * dt)
c(201)= 4 *w (2 0 1)/3
d(201)=-t(201) * Tc/2-u(201)*To(201)/(2 * dt)

C

Writing energy balance to the 202nd control volume in

C

the cold material
v(202)=km/dy
u(202)=dy*Cm
a(202)=4* v(202)/3
b(202)=-4*v(202)/3-4*v(202)/3-u(202)/(2*dt)
c(202)=4* v(202)/3
d(202)=-u(202)* To(202)/(2* dt)

C

Writing energy balance to the 203rd control volume in

C

the cold material
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v(203)=km/dy
u(203)=dy*Cm
a(203)=4*v(203)/3
b(203)=-v(203)-4*v(203)/3-u(203)/dt
c(203)=v(203)
d(203)=-u(203)*To(203)/dt
C

For the rest o f the control volumes in cold material
DO 37 q=204,230
v(q)=km/dy
u(q)=dy*Cm
a(q)=v(q)
b(q)=-v(q)-v(q)-u(q)/dt

c(q)=v(q)
d(q)=-u(q) * T o(q)/dt
37

CONTINUE

C

Last control volume o f the material
v(231)=km/dy
u(231)=dy*Cm
a(231)=v(231)
b(23 l)= -2 *v (2 3 1)-v(231)-u(231)/dt
c(231)=0
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d(23 l)=-2*v(23 l)*Te-u(231)*To(23 l)/d t
n=231
CALL tridag(a,b,c,d,n)
DO 400 i= 1,231
Too(i)=d(i)
400

CONTINUE

C

Calculate Tap-Average temperature o f hand palm
SUM=0
DO 5001=171,201,1
SUM=SUM+T oo(i)

500

CONTINUE
Tap=SUM/31

C

Similarly calculate the Tad-Average temperature of dorsal side
SUMM=0
DO 800 i= l,30,1
SUM M =SUM M +T oo(i)

800

CONTINUE
Tad=SUMM/30

C

Similarly calculate the Tam-Average temperature o f material
SUMA=0
DO 600 i=192,201,1
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SUMA=SUMA+Too(i)
600

CONTINUE
Tam=SUMA/10

C

Save the data to a file;
O PEN (UNIT=3,FILE-Alum 273',FO RM -FO RM ATTED',STATUS='NEW I)
W RITE (U N IT=3,FM T=610) dt,d(201)
PR IN T*, dt,d(201)

610

FORM AT(2X,F9.2,2X,F22.12)

300

CONTINUE
EN D FILE(U N IT=3)
CLO SE(UNIT=3)
STOP
END

B.2 Tri diagonal matrix algorithm (TD M A )
C

The TD M A algorithm to solve the tri-diagonal system of equations
SUBROUTINE tridag(a,b,c,d,nn)
D IM EN SIO N a(nn),b(nn),c(nn),d(nn)
INTEGER k
IF (nn. EQ. 1) THEN
d (l)= d (l)/b (l)
RETURN
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END IF
DO 10 k=2,nn
km l= k-l
IF (b (k -l). EQ . 0.0) THEN
W RITE (6,100) kml
STOP
END IF
xm=a(k)/b(km l)
b(k)=b(k)-xm* c(km 1)
d(k)=d(k)-xm* d(km 1)
10

CONTINUE
d(nn)=d(nn)/b(nn)
k=nn
DO 20 i=2,nn
k=nn+l-i
d(k)=(d(k)-c(k)*d(k+1))/b(k)

20

CONTINUE
RETURN

100

FORM AT (/3x,'diagonal element.eq.O in tridag at k = 12/)
END
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B.3 Initial condition model o f hand
As explained in Appendix 1, the equations for nodes 199 and 200 are the only difference
in the initial model when comparing with the first 200 nodal equations o f the noninsulated model. The nodal equations o f the initial condition model can be obtained by
substituting the following changes into the non-insulated model.
Node 199:
t(199)=r*2**(B f+0.3*(To(199)-302))+p
u(199)=dx3*Cp
v(199)=kp/dx3
a(199)=v(199)
b( 199)=-v( 199)-t( 199)-v( 199)-u( 199)/dt
c(199)=v(199)
d( 199)=-t( 199)* Tc-u( 199) *To( 199)/dt
Node 200:
t(200)=r *2 * *(B f+0.3 *(T o(200)-302))+p
u(200)=dx3*Cp
v(200)=kp/dx3
a(200)=v(200)
b(200)=-v(200)-t(200)-h-u(200)/dt
c(200)=0
d(200)=-h*Tout-t(200)*Tc-u(200)*To(200)/dt
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B.4 Insulated hand model
The insulated model can be formulated by substituting the following equations into the
non-insulated model.
Node 199:
t( 199)=r * 2* * (Bf+0.3 * (To(199)-302))+p
u(199)=dx3*Cp
v(199)=kp/dx3
a(199)=v(199)
b( 199)=-v( 199)-t( 199)-v( 199)-u( 199)/dt
c(199)=v(199)
d( 199)=-t( 199)*Tc-u( 199)*To( 199)/dt
Node 200:
t(200)=r*2 * *(Bf+0.3 *(To(200)-302))+p
u(200)=dx*Cp
v(200)=kp/dx
a(200)=v(200)
b(200)=-v(200)-t(200)-u(200)/dt
c(200)=0
d(200)=-t(200)*Tc-u(200)*To(200)/dt
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